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D etecting glaucomatous wedge shaped defects in polarimetric images
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Abstract

Wedge shaped defects of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) may occur in glaucoma. Currently, automatic detection of wedge shaped
defects in Scanning Laser Polarimetry (SLP) images of the RNFL is not available. An automatic classification is currently based only on
global parameters, thereby ignoring important local information. Our method works by a modified dynamic programming technique that
searches for locally strong edges with a preference for straight edges. These edges are initially classified based on their strength and next
combined into wedge shaped defects. Our method yields a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 90% on a limited set of 65 images.
   2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction A commercially available SLP based device is the
1GDx , which was used to acquire the images in this paper.

Glaucoma is a fairly common eye disease that leads to The conventional GDx contains a fixed cornea compen-
thinning and loss of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). sator to nullify the influence of the anterior segment on the
As a result, visual field defects develop. If untreated, the polarized light. However, since large differences between
disease may lead to blindness. Many methods are available individuals exist with respect to the birefringent properties
for diagnosis and screening of glaucoma, including Scan- of the cornea, this compensation is not always optimal.
ning Laser Polarimetry (SLP). In this method the thickness Therefore, we used a prototype that included a so-called
of the NFL is assessed by measuring the retardation of variable cornea compensator, as described byZhou and
reflecting polarized light (Dreher and Reiter, 1992). Weinreb (2002).

The axons of the retinal ganglion cells contain micro- Example images are shown inFig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the
tubules that are arranged in parallel bundles. Due to their intensity image of a healthy eye, comparable with an
size and ordering, they exhibit form birefringence. Polar- image acquired with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope. The
ized light is emitted into the eye, through the anterior image shows the area around the optic disk, where the
segment (cornea and lens). This light then reflects on the NFL exits the eye (the so-called blind spot). In this area,
back of the eye, thereby crossing the NFL twice before the density of the NFL is the largest, because all fibers
exiting again through the anterior segment. The state of converge to the optic nerve here. Note that the fovea is not
polarization changes due to the birefringent properties of shown in this image.
the NFL (the microtubules) and the anterior segment. The corresponding retardation image is shown inFig.
These properties cause retardation, that can be measured1(b) (this and all subsequent images are contrast stretched;
by analyzing the resulting light beam. From this data, the 2% clipping of both tails of the histogram was done before
thickness of the NFL is calculated. linearly stretching the contrast). White represents a thick

NFL, black represents a thin NFL. Another example is
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Fig. 1. Example images of the GDx. These images show the area around the optic disk. (a) Intensity image. (b) Retardation image of the same eye. (c)
Retardation image of another eye.

shown in Fig. 1(c). The black linelike structures in the retardation image and a novel dynamic programming
images are the retinal blood vessels. The circular object in technique.
the center is the optic disc, where the NFL exits the eye. In
a healthy eye, there are two main NFL bundles: a superior
and an inferior bundle, but in many eyes, these bundles are2 . Method
split (seeColen and Lemij, 2001).

Currently, parameters based on global properties of the2 .1. Model
retardation image, such as the ratio between the minimum
and the maximum value, are used for computer aided The retardation image of the eye inFig. 3(a) closely
diagnosis. However, there is more information to the resembles an ‘ideal’ eye: it is very clear, with two strong
trained observer. An important local abnormality that is NFL bundles. The small circle encompasses the optic disk;
not detected by current computer algorithms is the wedge all areas are denoted by their first letter (Temporal,
shaped defect. Two examples are given inFig. 2, in which Superior, Nasal, Inferior). If the NFL thickness at all
the wedges are marked by white arrows. A wedge shaped angles at a specific distance from the optic disk (see the
defect, which can precede visual field loss (seeSommer et dashed circle) is drawn, the so-called TSNIT-graph ofFig.
al., 1991), is caused by localized loss of grouped nerve 3(b) results. The name of this graph is derived from the
fibers. According toJonas and Dichtl (1996),wedges first letters of all areas of the NFL, starting and ending at
almost always signify an abnormality, although this abnor- the temporal part.
mality may not always be glaucoma. The TSNIT-graph ideally looks like the double sinus of

This paper aims to present a novel detection scheme forFig. 4(a). For further analysis, the nasal half of the graph is
wedge shaped defects, which can help in the diagnosis of ignored, because clinically significant wedge defects most-
glaucoma. Our method uses a polar representation of the ly occur on the temporal side (seeJonas and Schiro, 1994).

 

Fig. 2. Example retardation images of eyes with a wedge (marked by white arrows).
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Fig. 3. (a) Retardation image of an ‘ideal’ eye. The small circle encompasses the optic disk. The four areas of the NFL are denoted by their first letter
(Temporal, Superior, Nasal, Inferior). The NFL thickness for the TSNIT-graph is taken at the location of the larger circle, in the indicated direction. (b)
TSNIT-graph of the ‘perfect’ eye. The small valleys are due to the blood vessels.

Also, for the sake of argument, the superior and inferior of the optic disc. The edges can be observed most clearly
sides can be considered similar. We, therefore, only at the outside of the image, because in these locations, they
consider the temporo-superior slope, but the reasoning is are less frequently occluded by blood vessels. Moreover,
the same for the temporo-inferior slope. one of the edges is likely to have a steeper slope and will

In Fig. 4(b), this temporo-superior slope is shown, with thus be stronger than the other (seeFig. 4(c)); the former
a typical wedge-shaped defect. Part of the NFL has one will be called ’strong’, the latter ’weak’.
deteriorated, resulting in the large gap in the graph. This
ideal wedge is characterized by two opposing strong step2 .2. Outline
edges.

The NFL of real eyes, however, is less ideal than this. We will locate the wedges by applying the next scheme
The general NFL thickness can be much less, resulting in (seeFig. 5(a)):
less contrast. Also, the detected NFL thickness inside a • Preprocessing.
wedge can be significantly larger than zero and the step • Edge detection.
edges may be blurred.Fig. 4(c) shows all these deviations. • Matching edges.
The result of the blurring is that the step edges are The preprocessing step consists of the detection and
degraded to gradients, where the magnitude of the gradient removal of blood vessels and a transformation of the image
corresponds to the size of the step edge. These gradients coordinates (seeFig. 5(b)). In the edge detection step (see
are still relatively large. Therefore, when looking for the Fig. 5(c)), locally strong edges are located. In the last step,
edges of a wedge, one should look for steep slopes. the edges that have been found are classified based on their

The wedges are modeled by two radially orientated, strength and corresponding edges are matched (seeFig.
opposing edges. These edges start at the outside of the5(d)). In the following sections, each step is described
image, running approximately straight towards the border thoroughly.

 

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic TSNIT-graph. The letters denote the corresponding section of the eye (Temporal, Superior, Nasal, Inferior, Temporal). (b) Typical
wedge on the temporo-superior slope. (c) Less typical wedge with degraded step-edges.
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Fig. 5. Flowcharts. (a) Complete detection scheme. (b) Preprocessing. (c) Edge detection. (d) Matching edges.

2 .3. Preprocessing the estimation may prevent the wedge from being detected.
If it is detected, the edge is shifted to the center of the

Blood vessels show the same strong edges as do wedges. blood vessel or to one of the sides of the vessel.
In addition, the NFL is occluded by them. Therefore, blood Since the edges of the wedge are orientated radially, we
vessel detection is required. InFig. 6(a), the result of our introduce a polar representation of the NFL. This has the
blood vessel detection scheme is shown. It is based on a advantage that all the edges are oriented similarly, sim-
Laplace and thresholding segmentation step, followed by a plifying processing of the image. The optic disc in the
classification step to specifically handle specular reflection center of the image, which is of no interest to us, is
that occurs on large vessels. A comprehensive description ignored. (The contour was set by a trained clinician, which
is given byVermeer et al. (2003).We estimate the NFL in is part of the normal GDx procedure.) The coordinate
areas occluded by the blood vessels by a normalized transformation results inFig. 7, with the temporal side in
Gaussian convolution of the surrounding neighborhood the center. The top of the image corresponds to the
(seeFig. 6(b)). perimeter of the optic disk. The far left and right sides of

Note that it is impossible to reconstruct the NFL; we the polar representation correspond to the nasal direction in
only approximate it. This may cause problems when the the original image. In this example of a left eye, the
edge of a wedge is occluded by a blood vessel. The positivex-direction of the polar image corresponds to an
estimation results in a smooth transition between the two anti-clockwise rotation. In the figure, the wedge is marked
sides of the vessel, with the largest gradient in the center. by white arrows. Since wedges almost exclusively occur
For very weak edges, the degradation of the edge due to on the temporal half (97% according toJonas and Schiro,

 

Fig. 6. Estimating the NFL. (a) Result of blood vessel detection. (b) Result of estimation at blood vessel areas.
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Fig. 7. Polar representation. The wedge shaped defect is marked by white arrows. The top of the polar image corresponds to the center of the normal
image.

1994), we will focus only on the center part of the polar to allow a small amount of curvature, ruling out the simple
solution of averaging the differentiated image in theimage and the left and right quarters are ignored.
vertical direction.

The edges, running across the whole image from top to
bottom, are detected through a method inspired by dy-2 .4. Finding edges
namic programming (Gerbrands, 1988; Geiger et al.,
1995). Dynamic programming is generally only used toThe procedure to identify edges consists of three steps:
find the single optimal solution to a problem with a(1) Texture removal.
specific cost function (Bertsekas, 1987). The need for(2) Differentiation.
locally optimal solutions calls for a new method. By(3) Edge detection.
searching for such solutions, a difference between forwardThe image consists of both larger scale ‘objects’ such as
and backward operation arises, that does not exist in thethe local thickness of the NFL and smaller ones that are
conventional dynamic programming approach (Bertsekas,superimposed (texture). To remove the ripple (texture)
1987,pp. 24–25).without removing the larger (objects) edges, the average of

In conventional dynamic programming, the global solu-the closing and the opening operator is calculated (Verbeek
tion to a problem corresponds to a specific path in a costet al., 1988). Wedges, by definition, are larger than the
matrix. Starting at one end of the matrix gives the sameblood vessels (Baun et al., 1990). Also, there is a need to
result as starting at the other end. With locally optimalretain some spatial coherence in the vertical direction.
solutions, this is not the case.Consequently, an ellipse-shaped structuring element of size

To clarify this, take a look at the example cost matrix1233 (horizontal3vertical) pixels is used, resulting inFig.
(sizeN3M) shown inFig. 9(a). The value in a cell on the8(a).

inth row, ith column will be denoted byc . A conventionalnDifferentiating is done horizontally by calculating the
cumulative cost functionf would becentral difference (seeFig. 8(b)).

While the transformation to a polar representation ic if n 5 1,niresults in similar orientation for all edges, they are not f 5 (1)i i 9Hn c 1max (f ) if n . 1.n i 9[h1, . . . , M j n21completely straight. The detection scheme, therefore, has

 

Fig. 8. (a) Image with texture removed. (b) Central difference inx-direction. The white pixels have a large positive difference whereas the black pixels
have a large negative difference.
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Fig. 9. (a) Example data. (b) Calculating the cumulative cost function from top to bottom, finding maxima from bottom to top. (c) Index matrixg (see
text). (d) Index matrixG (see text).

A straightforward extension to this is to add a term that i if n 51,
idepends on the relation betweeni and i9, for example to g 5 (6)i 9Hn argmax (f ) if n .1.i 9[hi21, i, i11j n21enforce pixel connectivity. We thus define

For the example, this matrix is shown inFig. 9(c). Withic if n 5 1,ni this matrix, we can easily associate each cell in the matrixf 5 i i 9Hn c 1max (f 1a(i, i9)) if n . 1,n i 9[h1, . . . , M j n21 with the index number of the corresponding cell in the first
row. This correspondence is defined by the matrixG, for
which we can write(2)

i if n 5 1,
i

iG 5 (7)and thea that enforces pixel connectivity H gn nG if n . 1.n21

0 if ui 2 i9u<1,
a(i, i9)5 (3) SeeFig. 9(d) for the example matrix.G defines the setH N2` else. of all possible start points (i ) of the paths. For each startstart

point, the corresponding end points (i ) with the largestIn our case, we prefer solutions with as little side-steps end

cumulative cost function is selected byas possible. We, therefore, pose a penalty pen on these
side-steps, by defining i 9i (i )5 argmax (f ). (8)end start N

i 9i 9[hi 9uG 5i j0 if i 5 i9, N start

a(i, i9)5 (4)2 pen if ui 2 i9u5 1, The set ofi ’s and the matrixg together define all5 end
2` else. locally optimal paths. In the example matrices ofFig. 9(b)

and (c), these paths are shown in boldface. Note that forWe can simplify Eqs. (2) and (4) to
the second path, either the fourth or the sixth cell of the

i 4 6f bottom row could be selected, sincef 5f .n 3 3
i If we start the procedure at the bottom row, instead of atc if n 51,n

5 the top row, Fig. 10 results for the cumulative costH i i21 i i11c 1max(f 2 pen,f , f 2pen) if n .1.n n21 n21 n21
 

(5)

In our example, starting at the top row and working our
way down,Fig. 9(b) results for pen51. To find the paths,
we define a helper matrixg that represents the indexi of
the maximum f of the three connected cells in the Fig. 10. Calculating the cumulative cost function from bottom to top,
preceding row: finding maxima from top to bottom.
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Fig. 11. Cumulative cost matrices. Each horizontal line is normalized.

function and the locally optimal paths. Note that the done for the edges in the opposing direction by negating
selected paths are different from the ones inFig. 9(b), our differentiated image and following the same procedure.
except for the overall optimal solution. The result is displayed inFig. 12(a).

The difference between forward and backward operation The strengths(i) of pixel i on an edge (seeFig. 13(a) for
forces us to choose either method. The solutions will be a reproduction ofFig. 4(c)) can be defined in two ways:
strongly influenced by the value of the cost function at the absolute (the value of the pixel in the differentiated image,
start of the algorithm. seeFig. 13(b)) or relative (absolute difference divided by

For our images, the bottom of the image is of most the pixel value in the original polar image, seeFig. 13(c)).
interest. This corresponds to the outside of the normal Since our signal has large fluctuations, a relative measure
images, where less occlusion occurs and the edges of the is more useful. On the other hand, if the signal is low, the
wedge are better visible. We, therefore, calculate the cost relative strength will be large even for very small changes
function starting at the bottom, working our way up, and of the signal. We will, therefore, use the relative measure
then select our paths starting at the top. If we omit the or, in case of a low signal, both relative and absolute
penalty in Eq. (5) and apply the cost function to the measures.
example image,Fig. 11(a) results (for display purposes We now define the strength of edgen as the average of
only, each horizontal line is normalized by dividing all the strengths of all pixels on the edge (L),
pixels on a line by the maximum pixel value on that line).

1Introducing a penalty of, for example, 10 (about twice the
]s (n)5 O s(i). (9)elargest pixel value in the differentiated image) gives better uLu i[L

results, as can be seen inFig. 11(b). High values are
propagated less in horizontal direction, thereby favoring By putting thresholds (u ) on the strength of the edge, we
straight paths. Note that increasing the penalty results in define two edges types: strong edges (s (n)>u ) and weake s

more solutions, but the location of the paths is largely edges (u .s (n)>u ). Edges with a strength smaller thans e w

unaffected. u are ignored. The thresholds will be adjusted for optimalw

Lastly, we calculate the route and the endpoint for each results (see Section 3).
pixel in the top row and keep the best route for each For the image at hand, we now have both strong and
endpoint, defining the detected edges. The same can be weak edges, in both directions. Matching edges is done by

 

Fig. 12. (a) Located edges. White edges have a positive difference, black edges have a negative difference. (b) Matched edges (gray area). The solid line is
a strong edge, the dashed lines are weak edges. Note that edges not exceeding the weak threshold are ignored and that edges in both directions are
displayed. The first weak edge is, therefore, skipped by the matching algorithm; the second weak edge is the first in the opposite direction. (c) Detected
wedge shown overlayed on retardation image.
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Fig. 13. (a) Graph of the NFL thickness of a wedge defect. (b) Gradient of the NFL thickness. (c) Relative gradient ((b) divided by (a)) of the NFL
thickness, resulting in an increased response for the weak edge.

starting at a strong edge and looking for an opposing weak with a diagnosis setup in mind, where the eventual
edge that is located at the correct side of the strong edge conclusion concerns the whole eye.
within a distance of 608 (seeJonas and Schiro, 1994). Note Of the 15 images with wedge shaped defects, 11 were
that without thresholding, multiple wedges would be found detected. Consequently, the sensitivity was 73%, but
in all images, since several paths with opposing edges because of the small number of images with wedges in our
always exist. set, the 95% confidence interval of the sensitivity was quite

The result for the example image is shown inFig. 12(b). large (47–91%). Five false positives resulted, giving a
Note that the dashed line inside of the detected wedge is a specificity of 90%, with a smaller 95% confidence interval
weak edge in the same direction as the strong edge. It is, of 77–96%. By changing the parameters, i.e. the thres-
therefore, ignored and the first edge in the opposite holds, the performance in terms of sensitivity and spe-
direction is used. The located wedge drawn in the original cificity can be adjusted (seeFig. 14).
retardation image results inFig. 12(c).

4 . Discussion and conclusion
3 . Results

By modeling wedge shaped defects and using a novel
The images recorded with the prototype GDx are 2563 dynamic programming technique, it proved to be possible

256 pixels at a quantization of 8 bits per pixel. The to automatically detect wedge shaped defects. The GDx
viewing angle is 158; the sampling density is approximate- used for acquisition of the images was a prototype,
ly 59 pixels /mm. resulting in an acquisition time of more than an hour per

To show the usefulness of our detection scheme, we image. Therefore, the number of available images was
used a total of 65 images of both normal and glaucomatous quite small. This small number of images, especially those
eyes. (The prototype was only in use for a limited time, that show wedge defects, resulted in a very large 95%
hence the small number of images.) Due to the infrequent confidence interval for the presented sensitivity of 73%.
occurrence of wedges, 15 of these 65 images showed one The visibility of wedges in advanced glaucomatous eyes
or more wedge shaped defects, defined by a physician. can be much worse than in eyes in which the NFL is still
Optimizing for both sensitivity and specificity resulted in a

 relative threshold for the strong edges of 0.069. For the
weak edges, an absolute threshold of 0.6 was found; for
our dataset, a relative threshold on strength of the weak
edges did not improve results and was, therefore, set at nil.

The results of the detection scheme, presented inTable
1, are on a per image basis, meaning that if an eye had a
wedge and the algorithm detected one, it was counted as a
true positive. Consequently, eyes with more than one
wedge were counted as one. The approach was chosen

T able 1
Sensitivity and specificity, including their estimated 95% confidence
interval

Fig. 14. Influence of parameters. o marks the optimal configuration. The
Estimated (95% C.I.) dashed line shows the influence ofu (marked by1, u 50.069), thew s

dotted line shows the influence ofu (marked by3, u 50.6). Note thes wSensitivity 0.73 (0.45–0.91)
large overlap of both curves, resulting in similar results for changes in

Specificity 0.90 (0.77–0.96)
eitheru or u .s w
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bundles in healthy eyes imaged with scanning laser polarimetry.
perform worse in cases of early glaucoma. Therefore, Ophthalmology 108 (1), 151–156.
application of this automated wedge detection will be a D reher, A.W., Reiter, K., 1992. Scanning laser polarimetry of the retinal
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precedes the onset of glaucomatous field loss. Arch. Ophthalmol. 109good sensitivity with high specificity. It also shows that it
(1), 77–83.

is possible to extract more information from the retardation V erbeek, P.W., Vrooman, H.A., van Vliet, L.J., 1988. Low-level image
images in an automated way than is currently done, which processing by min–max filters. Signal Processing 15 (3), 249–258.
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